Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) design and thermal analysis by Lee, Jeffrey H.
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MULTILAYER INSULATION MODELS 
1 00 101 102 103 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
LEGEND: 
1 - DAMCDN (8 TO 12 1ayerslcm)- Used in IRAS and COBE - Ref. 4 
2. DAW2 layers silk net (20 Ilcm), Flat plate calorimeter test (77 Kl300 K) 
- Ref, 5 
3.. DAM12 layers silk net (1 5 ICcm). Flat plate calorimeter test (Tc = 77 K) 
- Ref, 6 
4. D A M 2  layers silk net (1 5 Ilcm)- 15 L tank calorimeter test 
( 5 0  KI133 K ,  55 KJ295 K) - Ref .  7 
5- Data extrapolated from Ref. 3, 15  L tank calorimeter test {T = 4 K, T = 77 K) 
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1 layer silk net [ 12.4 Ikm) 
3 layers silk net ( 1  1.5 Ilcm) 
3 layers silk net [ 16-4 Ikm) 
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SIRTF DEWAR (WITH PODS) 
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SIRTF DEWAR PERFORMANCE 
(4000 L SFHE) 
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21 0 K OUTER SHELL TEMPERATURE 
SIRTF OPERATING IN STORAGE MODE FOR INSTRUMENT 
HEAT LOAD LESS THAN 100 mW 
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(Reproduced from R e f .  15, with permission from authors) 
HELIUM LOSS RATE IS 17% HIGHER FOR STRAPS I F  SIRTF 
IS FREQUENCY LIMITED (35 HZ LAUNCH AND 20 HZ ORBtT) 
HELIUM LOSS RATE IS 6% HIGHER FOR PODS IF SlRTF IS 
STRENGTH LIMITED (1 0 HZ LAUNCH AND ORBIT) I 
MINIMAL DIFFERENCE IN SIRTF PERFORMANCE IF 
ALUMINNEPOXY IS USED IN BOTH STRAPS AND PODS 
ALUMINNEPOXY INSTEAD O F  FIBERGLASS STRAPS OFFER 
SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT IN A FREQUENCY 
LIMITED SYSTEM 
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S P E A K E R :  J E F F R E Y  H. L E E I A M E S  R E S E A R C H  C E N T a  
David DeFelice/Lewis Research Center: 
I was wondering if you could tell me what are the consequences of missing one 
of the servicings of liquid helium? Does that damage the instruments, or does it 
just cause a loss of capability until you can go back and service it with liquid 
he 1 i u m ? 
Lee: 
Ball and Lockheed just completed studies for us, called the STICCR studies. 
STICCR stands for SIRTIF Telescope Instrument Changeout and Cryogen 
Replenishment. We looked at two cases; one is cold transfer where the tank is 
still cold, and we found out how much helium is needed to top off the tank. In 
the other case, the filling of the warm tank initially at either 300 or 150 
degrees Kelvin, and that takes 30 to 50 hours to cool the SIRTIF down, and you 
use up a lot more helium. In terms of the instruments, right now, they plan to 
put an adiabatic demat refrigerator in there. I don’t think they like to let this 
refrigerator run warm. Thus, there is more concern with the effects of warming 
up the refrigerator than there is with interupting the cooling to the instruments. 
Peter Mason/Jet Propulsion Laboratory: 
I noticed that you are using a figure of 10 Hertz as the launch resonance 
requirement; the normal requirement on the shuttle is 25 Hertz. Can you explain 
why you feel you can manage with the 10 Hertz structural resonance? 
Lee: 
Did you say it is 25 Hertz or 35? 
Mason: 
I believe the shuttle now is 25. 
Lee: 
Before I used 35 hertz. 
Mason: 
That was the IRAS requirement for a Delta launch; the shuttle currently has a 
25 Hertz requirement. 
Lee: 
I guess I am not familiar with that. The launch frequency I came up with was 
from JSC 00700. The handbook shows that you have to look at the mas? and 
damping ratio of the payload, and that gives us 6 Hertz, but we talked to JSC 
and they told us that we had to avoid that transient. I am not aware that there 
is a minimum 25 Hertz/frequency. 
Mason: 
That was imposed on us, at least on Space Lab 2. 
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Lee: 
COBE designed their tank to make it fatigue limited. They oversized the straps a 
little bit. The frequency came out to be 29 Hertz. I talked to Dick Hopkins 
who told me that the frequency certainly wasn’t the criteria used for design. 
Mason: 
I noticed that you said I S 0  is going to have a 120K outer shell temperature. Is 
that because of the orbit? 
Lee: 
It is because of the orbit; the apogee is 40,000 kilometers and the perigee is 
4,000 kilometers, so you have a lot of cooling due to radiation to space. 
Hugh Arif/AnaIex Corporation--Lewis Research Center: 
When you based your criteria for designing the tension straps on frequency 
rather than buckling, the different numbers for frequency that you obtained were 
around 10, 25, and 35; are those frequencies for the entire payload, or did you 
design each tension strap for that frequency? 
Lee: 
We have a set of twelve straps or PODS, which stands for Passive Orbital 
Disconnect Struts. Basically, we look at the first fundamental mode of the 
dewar and telescope. The first mode could be the axial mode, so it is the 
system frequency, but it could be dominated by the strap characteristics. 
Arif: 
If you were designing a strap for a particular frequency, you would have to have 
a quite high frequency for that strap so that when all the different components 
are added the entire payload would have a lower 35 Hertz frequency. 
Lee: 
From the PODS study, managed by Peter Kittel, the PODS frequency by itself is 
more than 120 Hertz. When you put twelve of them together, it is the other 
system masses that dominated and not the straps. 
Bob Rudlin/Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace: 
I was curious how you picked the 1.85 degree Kelvin. You can operate over 
quite a wide range apparently from 1.5 up to about 1.9. How did you arrive at 
1.85? 
Lee: 
There is no magic to it, but in order to achieve the desired temperature you 
have to be careful in designing your plumbing. On IRAS the flow meter limited 
the temperature to 1.8 degrees Kelvin; we established that first. On COBE, they 
designed to operate at 1.6 degrees Kelvin, but they don’t use a flow meter. I 
guess that the scientists want to operate at as low a temperature as possible. 
They want to stay near 1.5 or 1.4 degrees Kelvin if they can. That means we 
21 9 
have to design the plumbing to use a bigger size vent line. The bath 
temperature depends on the vapor pressure'over the bath, and that is determined 
by the size of the vacuum tubing. 
Rudlin: 
Concerning the porous plug apparently used on the infrared telescope; there was 
concern that they had liquid coming out through the porous plug. Do you have 
any problems like that? 
Lee: 
We haven't got to the stage of developing a porous plug yet. Right now, we are 
still doing paper studies. 
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